Bundy School raising funds for Katrina relief efforts

Sam D. Bundy School students, staff and volunteers are working to assist with the Hurricane Katrina relief effort.

AmeriCorps, ECU Project Heart members have led the school in raising more than $1,500 in three weeks.

Fifth-grade teacher Laurie Beck has organized a bookmark fund-raiser, which features bookmarks hand-crafted by students and staff.

The Project Heart members who provide assistance to select students in areas of reading fluency and reading comprehension include Mallory Harrison, Heather Grice, Morgan Vance and Heather Suggs. Progress is recorded on a “Fill the Bobcat” display in the front hallway of the school, and the class that raises the most money will receive a pizza party.

SAM D. BUNDY students and staff collaborated with AmeriCorps, ECU Project Heart students to raise more than $1,500 for Hurricane Katrina relief efforts. Back row, Morgan Vance, Heather Grice, Mallory Harrison and Heather Suggs. Front row, Raegwoen Johnson, Eric Hudson, Allen Moore and LaToya Staton.